EXCEL UNIVERSITY

LEARN EXCEL. WORK FASTER.
How Excel University Benefits Employees
Excel University offers a subscription service where students get access to our undergrad and
masters courses as well as live weekly office hours with the instructor, Microsoft Certified
Trainer and Microsoft MVP Jeff Lenning, CPA. Excel is a big place and we focus on
helping people learn how to use specific Excel skills to work faster, especially for people
working on accounting and finance projects.
Since we only teach Excel, our training is comprehensive and organized to introduce topics in
an optimal order:
1. The Speed Loop: a structured process that optimizes recurring-use workbooks for
efficiency and accuracy.
2. Core skills: In our undergrad lessons, students learn the core Excel skills. It’s not about
learning all of Excel, it’s about concentrating on the relevant features the student will use
over and over and understanding how they work together.
3. Automation: In our masters lessons, students learn how to automate their workbooks using
Power Query, Power Pivot, and Macros.
In addition to on-demand lecture videos, our Campus Pass includes weekly live office hours
over Zoom. Students are invited to attend and ask any Excel questions, including questions
about their workbooks and projects.
Excel University students are able to quickly apply the skills they learn to their actual work to
save time. Our training has helped our students eliminate 100,000+ hours of tedious
manual tasks, and we can help your student as well. Here are some examples from our
students:
Bob Spradley’s task used to take 4 hours--now it takes 5 minutes
Melissa Clay’s report took 6 hours--now it takes 30 minutes
Cathy Smith’s crunch time took days--now it takes minutes
Lee Ann Webster saved 3 hours a month on one project
Luis Vivas saved hours by learning to use a single function
Bobby Krupp saves 2 to 3 hours daily
Maia Pavlova was able to cut hours and days from monthly reports
Marilyn Gwosdz was self-taught, but she learned faster ways in the first two lessons
Learn More:
Campus Pass
Trustpilot Reviews
Subscription Options:
Monthly: $39 per person
Annual: $390 per year
Groups of 2 or more: $348 per person per year

